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Jeron’s Enterprise Ready Provider® Nurse Call for an IDN Wide Solution
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 3 – Niles, Illinois - - Interoperability that provides a total integrated solution is a priority for Jeron and
their customers. With Jeron’s Enterprise ready nurse call solutions, interoperability can extend well beyond a
single healthcare facility; leveraging an organization’s WAN for an Integrated Delivery Network (IDN) wide
solution. Through this IDN wide solution, Jeron’s nurse call drives and supports workflow standardization and
care efficiencies across an entire healthcare organization.
Jeron’s Enterprise solution includes standardized communications, staff scheduling, workflows, mobile device
notifications, call activity logging and reporting, and much more. The advanced Jeron Enterprise platform
allows organizations to take full advantage of mobile and WAN
accessible technologies supporting the growing capabilities of
their connected mobile devices. This enterprise solution is
secure, scalable, and highly-available so healthcare networks
can drive higher levels of patient safety, and patient and staff
satisfaction. Over this WAN-based solution, clinicians using
smartphones or in-house SIP phones are alerted to active calls
and can communicate directly to their patients and other
caregivers to coordinate care. All patient and staff interactions
are logged to confirm timely responses with actionable data that pinpoints critical needs and response issues
that could affect safety and satisfaction.
Ericka Baran, Vice President of Sales and Marketing at Jeron Electronic Systems, Inc. said, “When documenting
all interactions across an entire IDN, healthcare organizations can monitor and analyze all Jeron Provider
Nurse Call events to confirm the utilization of the system and workflows across all associated facilities; which
is key to improving safety, satisfaction and reducing liabilities. The Jeron enterprise solution highlights realtime staff interactions and compares and evaluates staff workflows and benchmarks.” Baran added, “Jeron
believes in offering the best value to our customers with a focused on a low total cost of ownership (TCO)
across the entire IDN. Supporting a low TCO, the Jeron Enterprise solution does not charge for any ongoing
SMA (Software Maintenance Agreements) or software subscriptions. There are no surprises or hidden costs
with the Jeron Enterprise solution.”
Provider® Nurse Call Systems and Integrations improve bedside communications and clinical workflows to
eliminate inefficiencies within and across multiple facilities. An overview of the complete continuum of Jeron
Provider nurse call solutions can be found at: https://jeron.com/nursecall-systems/

ABOUT JERON ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, INC: A leader in communications systems for the healthcare and life safety industries, Jeron
Electronic Systems, Inc. is the engineering and manufacturing force behind Provider Nurse Call and Pro-Alert Area of Rescue
Systems. With over 400,000 beds of Jeron nurse call installed throughout the world, Jeron’s systems facilitate communications, help
speed response times and integrate with a wide spectrum of alerting and notification technologies, all focused on delivering the
highest levels of safety. From its founding in 1965, Jeron has earned a solid reputation for innovation, quality and service. Jeron
products are engineered and manufactured in the USA. For more information please visit, www.jeron.com

